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Optimal Branch Exchange for Distribution System
Reconfiguration
Qiuyu Peng and Steven H. Low
Abstract—The feeder reconfiguration problem chooses the
on/off status of the switches in a distribution network in order to
minimize a certain cost such as power loss. It is a mixed integer
nonlinear program and hence hard to solve. A popular heuristic
search consists of repeated application of branch exchange, where
some loads are transferred from one feeder to another feeder
while maintaining the radial structure of the network, until no
load transfer can further reduce the cost. Optimizing each branch
exchange step is itself a mixed integer nonlinear program. In this
paper we propose an efficient algorithm for optimizing a branch
exchange step. It uses an AC power flow model and is based on
the recently developed convex relaxation of optimal power flow.
We provide a bound on the gap between the optimal cost and
that of our solution. We prove that our algorithm is optimal when
the voltage magnitudes are the same at all buses. We illustrate
the effectiveness of our algorithm through the simulation of real-
world distribution feeders.
Index Terms—Distribution System, Feeder Reconfiguration,
Nonconvex Optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
PRIMARY distribution systems have sectionalizingswitches that connect line sections and tie switches
that connect two primary feeders, two substation buses,
or loop-type laterals. In normal operation these switches
are configured such that a distribution network is acyclic
and every load is connected to exactly one substation. The
topology of the network can be reconfigured by changing
the on/off status of these switches, for the purpose of load
balancing, loss minimization, or service restoration, e.g.,
[1]–[4]. See also an survey in [5] for many early papers and
references to some recent work in [6].
For instance when a single feeder is overloaded, a currently
open tie switch can be closed to connect the feeder to another
substation. Since this will create a loop or connect some loads
to two substations, a currently closed sectionalizing switch
will be opened to maintain a radial topology in which every
load is connected to a single substation. Following [3] we
call this a “branch exchange” where the goal is to select the
pair of switches for closing/opening that achieves the best
load balancing. More generally one can optimize a certain
objective over the topology of the entire distribution network
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by choosing the on/off status of all the switches, effectively
selecting a best spanning tree among all possible spanning
trees of the network topology. Even though the problem of
minimum spanning tree has been well studied [7], the problem
here is different. Unlike the standard minimum spanning tree
problem where the link costs are fixed and the minimization is
only over the topology, in our case, the link costs result from
an optimal power flow (OPF) problem that must be solved for
each candidate spanning tree. This is therefore a mixed integer
nonlinear program and can generally be NP-hard. As a result
the large majority of proposed solutions are heuristic in nature
[5]; see also references in [6]. A heuristic search method is
proposed in [2], [3] which we discuss in more detail below.
The problem is formulated as a multi-objective mixed integer
constrained optimization in [4] and solved using a simulated
annealing technique. Ordinal optimization is proposed in [6]
to reduce the computational burden through order comparison
and goal softening. Unlike these heuristic methods, an inter-
esting exhaustive search method is proposed in [8] to compute
a globally optimal solution under the assumption that loads are
constant-current, instead of constant-power as often assumed
in load flow analysis. Starting from an initial spanning tree,
the proposed method applies the branch exchange step in a
clever way to generate all spanning trees exactly once and
efficiently compute the power loss for each tree recursively in
order to find a tree with the minimum loss. A constant-current
load model is also used in [9] where the optimization problem
becomes a mixed integer linear program. A global optimality
condition is derived and an algorithm is provided that attains
global optimality under certain conditions. Recently sparse
recovery techniques have been applied to this problem in [10],
[11] where the network is assumed to be unbalanced and the
optimization is formulated in terms of currents. Even though
the Kirchhoff current law at each node is linear, nonconvexity
arises due to the binary variables that represent the status
of the switches and the quadratic (bilinear) relation between
the power injection (representing load or generation) and
the current injection at each bus. To deal with the former
nonconvexity, [10] removes the binary variable and adds a
regularization term that encourages group sparsity, i.e., at
optimality, either a branch current is zero for all phases (corre-
sponding to opening the line switch) or nonzero for all phases
(closing the line switch). The latter nonconvexity is removed
by approximating the quadratic relation by a linear relation.
The resulting approximate problem is a (convex) second-order
cone problem and can be solve efficiently. The formulation in
[11] adds a chance constraint that the probability of loss of
load is less than a threshold. Chance constraints are generally
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intractable and the paper proposes to replace it with scenario-
based approximation which is convex.
In this paper we study a single branch exchange step
proposed in [2]. Each step transfers some loads from one
feeder to another if it reduces the overall cost. An efficient
solution for a single branch exchange step is important be-
cause, as suggested in [3], a heuristic approach for optimal
network reconfiguration consists of repeated application of
branch exchanges until no load transfer between two feeders
can further decrease the cost. This simple greedy algorithm
yields a local optimal. The key challenge is to estimate the cost
reduction for each load transfer. Specifically once a currently
open tie switch has been selected for closing, the issue is to
determine which one of several currently closed sectionalizing
switches should be opened that will provide the largest cost
reduction. Each candidate sectionalizing switch (together with
the given tie switch) transform the existing spanning tree into
a new spanning tree. A naive approach will solve an OPF for
each of the candidate spanning tree and choose one that has
the smallest cost. This may be prohibitive both because the
number of candidate spanning trees can be large and because
OPF is itself a nonconvex problem and therefore hard to solve.
The focus of [2], [3], [12] is to develop much more efficient
ways to approximately evaluate the cost reduction by each
candidate tree without solving the full power flow problem.
The objective of [2] is to minimize loss and it derives a
closed-form expression for approximate loss reduction of a
candidate tree. This avoids load flow calculation altogether. A
new branch flow model for distribution systems is introduced
in [3] that allows a recursive computation of cost reduction
by a candidate tree. This model is extended to unbalanced
systems in [12].
B. Summary
We make two contributions to the solution of branch ex-
change. First we propose a new algorithm to determine the
sectionalizing switch whose opening will yield the largest cost
reduction, once a tie switch has been selected for closing.
We use the full AC power flow model introduced in [13],
[14] for radial system and solve them through the method of
convex relaxation developed recently in [15]–[17]. Instead of
assuming constant real/reactive power for each load bus as
prior works, we consider the scenario where the real/reactive
power can also be control variables. Moreover the algorithm
requires solving at most three OPF problems regardless of the
number of candidate spanning trees. Second we bound the
gap between the cost of our algorithm and the optimal cost.
We prove that when the voltage magnitude of each bus is the
same our algorithm is optimal. We illustrate our algorithm on
two Southern California Edition (SCE) distribution feeders,
and in both cases, our algorithm has found the optimal branch
exchange.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formu-
late the optimal feeder reconfiguration problem in Section
II and propose an algorithm to solve it in Section III. The
performance of the algorithm is analyzed in Section IV. The
simulation results on SCE distribution circuits are given in
Section V. We conclude in Section VI.
Fig. 1: A distribution network. Solid Lines are closed and dash
lines are open. The red arrows are load buses.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Feeder reconfiguration
A distribution system consists of buses, distribution lines,
and (sectionalizing and tie) switches that can be opened or
closed. There are two types of buses. Substation buses (or
just substations) are connected to a transmission network from
which they receive bulk power, and load buses that receive
power from the substation buses. During normal operation the
switches are configured so that
1) The network is radial, i.e., has a tree topology.
2) Each bus is connected to a single substation.
We will refer to the subtree that is rooted at each substation bus
as a feeder; hence each feeder is served by a single substation.
Optimal feeder reconfiguration is the problem of reconfiguring
the switches to minimize a certain cost subject to the two
constraints above, in addition to operational constraints on
voltage magnitudes, power injections, and line limits.
We assume that there is an on/off switch on each line (i.e.,
modeling the subsystem between each pair of switches as a
single line), and focus on an iterative greedy algorithm first
proposed in [3]. We illustrate this algorithm on the simple
network shown in Fig. 1 where solid and dash lines represent
closed and open switches respectively.
There are 3 feeders, each of which connects to one substa-
tion, SS1, SS2, or SS3. Suppose lines 4 and 11 are open in the
current iteration. In each iteration one of the open switches is
selected and closed, say, that on line 4. This joins two feeders
so that every bus along lines 1 to 6 are now connected to both
substations SS1 and SS3. To restore the property that each
bus is connected to a single substation, we then choose one
line among {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} to open that minimizes the cost.
This two-step procedure is called a branch exchange. This
procedure is repeated until the configuration stabilizes, i.e.,
the line that is chosen to open in step two is the original open
line selected in step one, for all open switches. In summary,
each iteration of the algorithm consists of two steps:
1) Chooses a line e1 with an open switch and close the
switch.
2) Identify a line e2 in the two feeders that was joined in
Step 1 to open that minimizes the objective.
The algorithm terminates when e1 = e2 for all the open
switches. The greedy search only guarantees a local optimum
since it may terminate before searching through all spanning
trees. In this paper we propose an efficient and accurate
method to accomplish Step 2 in each branch exchange (itera-
tion). We will use the nonlinear (AC) power flow model and
(a) Two feeders served by different
substations.
(b) Two feeders served by the
same substation.
Fig. 2: Feeders after step 1 of a branch exchange.
apply convex relaxations developed recently for its solution.
Most existing algorithms that we are aware of perform Step 2
based on either linearized power flow equations [2], [3] or as-
sumption of constant current loads [8]. Linearized power flow
(called DC power flow) model is reasonable in transmission
networks but is less so in distribution networks.
After we close the switch on a line, there are two possible
cases (see Fig 2): (1) The two connected feeders are served
by different substations; or (2) The two connected feeders are
served by the same substation.
In both cases the switch on one of the lines needs to be
opened. Case (2) can be reduced to case (1) by replacing the
substation 0 by two virtual substations 0 and 0′ as shown in
Fig. 2a.
We now describe our model and formulate the problem of
determining the optimal switch to open along the path that
connects two substations.
B. Network model
We consider an AC power flow model where all variables
are complex. A distribution network is denoted by a graph
G(N , E), where nodes in N represent buses and edges in E
represent distribution lines. For each bus i ∈ N , let Vi =
|Vi|eiθi be its complex voltage and vi := |Vi|2 be its magnitude
squared. Let si = pi + iqi be its net power injection which
is defined as generation minus consumption. We associate a
direction with each line (i, j) ∈ E represented by an ordered
pair of nodes in N . For each line (i, j) ∈ E , let zij = rij+ixij
be its complex impedance and yij := 1/zij its admittance.
We have xij > 0 since lines are inductive. Let Iij be the
complex branch current from buses i to j and `ij := |Iij |2 be
its magnitude squared. Let Sij = Pij + iQij be the branch
power flow from buses i to j. For each line (i, j) ∈ E ,
define Sji in terms of Sij and Iij by Sji := −Sij + `ijzij .
Hence −Sji represents the power received by bus j from
bus i. The notations are illustrated in Fig. 3. A variable
without a subscript denotes a column vector with appropriate
components, as summarized below.
p := (pi, i ∈ N ) q := (qi, i ∈ N )
P := (Pij , (i, j) ∈ E) Q := (Qij , (i, j) ∈ E)
v := (vi, i ∈ N ) ` := (`ij , (i, j) ∈ E)
For most parts of our paper (except the proof of Lemma 6),
it suffices to work with a ‘relaxed’ model, first proposed in
[13], [14] to model radial network, where we ignore the phase
Fig. 3: Notations.
angles of voltages and currents and use only the variables
x := (p, q, P,Q, `, v). These variables satisfy:
pi = −
∑
(k,i)∈E
(Pki − `kirki) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
Pij , i ∈ N (1)
qi = −
∑
(k,i)∈E
(Qki − `kixki) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
Qij , i ∈ N (2)
vj = vi − 2(rijPij + xijQij) + `ij |zij |2, (i, j) ∈ E (3)
`ijvi = P
2
ij +Q
2
ij , (i, j) ∈ E (4)
Given a vector x that satisfies (1)–(4), the phase angles of the
voltages and currents can be uniquely determined for a radial
network, and therefore this relaxed model (1)–(4) is equivalent
to the full AC power flow model for a radial network; See [16,
section III-A] for details.
In addition x must also satisfy the following operational
constraints:
• Power injection constraints: for each bus i ∈ N
p
i
≤ pi ≤ pi and qi ≤ qi ≤ qi (5)
• Voltage magnitude constraints: for each bus i ∈ N
vi ≤ vi ≤ vi (6)
• Line flow constraints: for each line (i, j) ∈ E
`ij ≤ `ij (7)
C. Problem formulation
As described in section II-A, we focus on reconfiguring a
network path where two feeders are served by two different
substations as shown in Fig. 2a. Consider a (connected) tree
network G(N , E). N := {0, 1, . . . , n, 0′} denote the set of
buses, where the two substations are indexed by 0, 0′ and the
load buses are indexed by {1, . . . , n}.
Since G is a tree there is a unique path between any
two buses in G. For every pair of buses i, j ∈ N , let
E(i, j) ⊆ E be the collection of edges on the unique
path between i and j. Given any subgraph G′ of G let
xG
′
:= (pG
′
, qG
′
, PG
′
, QG
′
, `G
′
, vG
′
) denote the set of variables
defined on G′ with appropriate dimensions. For notational
simplicity we often ignore the superscript G′ and write x :=
(p, q, P,Q, `, v) instead when the meaning is clear from the
context. Given any subgraph G′ of G, let X(G′) := {xG′ |
xG
′
satisfies (1)−(7)} be the feasible set of variables x defined
on G′. In particular, X(G) is the feasible set for the entire
distribution network represented by G.
Each load bus connects to one substation if and only if
one of the switch on a line in path E(0, 0′) is turned off.
Given a (connected) tree G(N , E) and a path E(0, 0′) between
bus 0 and 0′, denote by Gi0(N0, E0) and Gj0′(N0′ , E0′) the two
subtrees after we remove line (i, j) ∈ E(0, 0′), where 0 ∈ N0
and 0′ ∈ N0′ . The minimum power injections for Gi0 and Gj0′
are defined as
pi0 := min
x∈X(Gi0)
p0 (8)
pj0′ := min
x∈X(Gj
0′ )
p0′ (9)
The optimal branch exchange for feeder reconfiguration
problem is defined as:
OFR-branch (OFR): min
(i,j)∈E(0,0′)
Γ(pi0, p
j
0′)
where Γ(p0, p0′) can be any convex increasing cost function.
When Γ(p0, p0′) = p0 + p0′ , our goal is to minimize the
aggregate power injection from the substations. Since p0 + p′0
equals the aggregate load (real power consumption) in the
network and the total real power loss, if the loads are fixed,
then minimizing p0 + p′0 also minimizes power loss. For
simplicity we will also refer to OFR-branch as OFR in this
paper.
A naive solution to OFR is to enumerate all the lines in
E(0, 0′) and compare the objective value for each case. It is
inefficient as it requires solving two optimal power flow (OPF)
problems (8) and (9) for each line. This can be computationally
expensive if the size of E(0, 0′) is large. In the following we
will develop an algorithm to solve OFR that involves solving
at most three OPF problems regardless of the size of E(0, 0′).
The OPF problem is itself a nonconvex problem thus even
one OPF problem is hard to solve in general. However, the
OPF problems involved in the proposed algorithm can be
solved through a convex relaxation. Next, we briefly describe
SOCP (second-order cone program) relaxation of OPF recently
developed in [15]–[18].
D. OPF and convex relaxation
The optimal power flow problem seeks to optimize a certain
objective over the feasible set X(G) specified by the power
flow equations (1)-(4) and the operation constraints (5)-(7):
OPF-G: min
x∈X(G)
Γ(p0, p0′)
It is a non-convex problem due to the quadratic equalities (4).
Relaxing (4) to inequalities:
`ijvi ≥ P 2ij +Q2ij (10)
leads to a second order cone program (SOCP) relaxation.
Formally define Xc(G) := {x | x satisfies (1) − (3), (5) −
(7), (10)}. The SOCP relaxation of OPF-G is:
SOPF-G: min
x∈Xc(G)
Γ(p0, p0′)
SOPF-G is convex and can be solved efficiently. Clearly SOPF-
G provides a lower bound for OPF-G since X ⊆ Xc. It is called
exact if every solution x∗ of SOPF-G attains equality in (10).
For radial networks SOCP relaxation is exact under some mild
conditions [15]–[18].
Since the network graph is radial after we join two feeders
severed by different substations as shown in Fig. 2a, we will
Fig. 4: A line Network
assume that the SOCP relaxation of OPF is always exact
throughout this paper. In that case we can solve SOPF-G and
recover an optimal solution to the original non-convex OPF-
G. A similar approach can be applied to the OPF problems
defined in (8) and (9).
III. ALGORITHM OF BRANCH EXCHANGE FOR FEEDER
RECONFIGURATION
OFR seeks to minimize Γ(p0, p0′) by opening the switch on
a line in E(0, 0′). Let k0, k0′ ∈ N denote the buses such that
(0, k0), (k0′ , 0
′) ∈ E(0, 0′). The algorithm for OFR is given in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Branch Exchange Algorithm for OFR
Input: objective Γ(p0, p0′), network constraints
(p, p, q, q, `, v, v).
Output: line e∗.
Solve OPF-G; let x∗ be an optimal solution.
1) P ∗0,k0 ≤ 0: e∗ ← (0, k0).
2) P ∗k0′ ,0′ ≥ 0: e∗ ← (k0′ , 0′).
3) ∃(k1, k2) ∈ E(0, 0′) such that P ∗k1k2 ≥ 0 and
P ∗k2k1 ≥ 0: e∗ ← (k1, k2).
4) ∃(k1, k2), (k2, k3) ∈ E(0, 0′) such that P ∗k2,k1 ≤ 0
and P ∗k2,k3 ≤ 0. Calculate pk10 , pk10′ , pk20 and pk30′ .
• Γ(pk10 , p
k2
0′ ) ≥ Γ(pk20 , pk30′ ): e∗ ← (k2, k3).
• Γ(pk10 , p
k2
0′ ) < Γ(p
k2
0 , p
k3
0′ ): e
∗ ← (k1, k2).
The basic idea of Algorithm 1 is simple and we illustrate it
using the line network in Fig. 4. After we solve OPF-G with
x∗:
1) if bus 0 receives positive real power from bus 1 through
line (0, 1), open line (0, 1).
2) if bus 0′ receives positive real power from bus n through
line (n, 0′), open line (n, 0′).
3) if there exists a line (k, k+1) where positive real power
is injected from both ends, open line (k, k + 1).
4) if there exists a bus k that receives positive real power
from both sides, open either line (k−1, k) or (k, k+1).
We are interested in the performance of Algorithm 1,
specifically:
• Is the solution x∗ to OPF-G unique and satisfies exactly
one of the cases 1)− 4)?
• Is the line e∗ returned by Algorithm 1 optimal for OFR?
We next state our assumptions and answer these two questions
under those assumptions.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHM 1
For ease of presentation we only prove the results for
a line network as shown in Fig. 4. They generalize in a
straightforward manner to radial networks as shown in Fig.
2a.
Our analysis is divided into two parts. First we show that,
OPF-G has a unique solution x∗ and it satisfies exactly one of
the cases 1) - 4) in Algorithm 1. This means that Algorithm 1
terminates correctly. Then we prove that the performance gap
between the solution e∗ given by Algorithm 1 and an optimum
of OFR is zero when the voltage magnitude of every bus is
fixed at the same nominal value, and bound the gap by a small
value when the voltage magnitudes are fixed but different.
A. Assumptions
For the line network in Fig. 4, let the buses at the two
ends be substation buses and buses in between be load buses.
Hence the path between substations 0 and 0′ is E(0, 0′) = E ;
we sometimes use 0′ and n + 1 interchangeably for ease of
notation. We collect the assumptions we need as follows:
A1 : pk < 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n and pk > 0 for k = 0, 0′.
A2 : vk = vk, qk = −qk =∞ for k ∈ N .
A3 : |θi − θj | < arctan(xij/rij) for (i, j) ∈ E .
A4 : The feasible set X(G) is compact.
A1 is a key assumption and it says that buses 0 and 0′ are
substation buses that inject positive real power while buses
1, . . . , n are load buses that absorb real power. A2 says that the
voltage magnitude at each bus is fixed at their nominal value.
To achieve this we also require that the reactive power injec-
tions are unconstrained. This is a reasonable approximation
for our purpose since there are Volt/VAR control mechanisms
on distribution networks that maintain voltage magnitudes
within a tight range around their nominal values as demand
and supply fluctuate [15]. Our simulation results on real SCE
feeders show that the algorithm also works well without A2.
A3 is a technical assumption that bounds the angle difference
between adjacent buses. It, together with A2, guarantees that
SOCP relaxation of OPF is exact [18].1 A4 is an assumption
that is satisfied in practice and guarantees that our optimization
problems are feasible.
B. Main results
Algorithm 1 needs to solve up to three OPF problems. The
result of [18] implies that we can solve these problems through
their SOCP relaxation.
Theorem 1: Suppose A2 and A3 hold. Then, for any
subgraph G′ of G (including G itself),
1) SOPF-G′ is exact provided the objective function Γ(p)
is a convex nondecreasing function of p.
2) OPF-G′ has a unique solution provided the objective
function Γ(p) is convex in p.
The next result says that Algorithm 1 terminates correctly
because any optimal solution to OPF-G will satisfy exactly
one of the four cases in Algorithm 1 under assumption A1.
Theorem 2: Suppose A1 holds. Given an optimal solution
x∗ of OPF-G, exactly one of the following holds:
1Although voltage phase angles θi are relaxed in the relaxed branch flow
model (1)-(4), they are uniquely determined by θi − θj = ∠(vi − z∗ijSij)
in a radial network [16].
(a) Same voltage magnitude (b) Different voltage magnitudes
Fig. 5: Graph interpretations for Theorem 3 and 4
C1 : P ∗0,1 ≤ 0.
C2 : P ∗n,0′ ≥ 0.
C3 : ∃!k ∈ N such that P ∗k,k+1 ≥ 0 and P ∗k+1,k ≥ 0.
C4 : ∃!k ∈ N such that P ∗k,k−1 ≤ 0 and P ∗k,k+1 ≤ 0.
The intuition behind Theorem 2 is that if more than one
of C1-C4 are satisfied, there will be at least one load bus
in (1 . . . n) that injects positive real power, which violates
A1. Theorem 1 and 2 guarantee that Algorithm 1 is feasible
and terminates correctly under A1-A4. Next, we will study
the suboptimality gap of Algorithm 1. Some of the structure
properties that will be used to proved the results are relegated
to Appendix E.
To obtain the suboptimality bound of Algorithm 1, we need
to define an OPF problem as sequel.
OPF-Gs: f(p0) := min
x∈X(G)
p0′ s.t. p0 is a constant (11)
Based on Theorem 2, there exists a unique solution x∗ for
any OPF problems with convex objective function under A2
and A3. Hence there is also a unique solution to OPF-Gs x∗
for any feasible real power injection p0 at substation 0. In other
words, x∗ is a function of p0 and let x(p0;G) := (p, q, P,Q)
represents the solution to OPF-Gs with real power injection p0
at substation 0. We skip v and ` in x since vi is fixed by A2
and `ij is uniquely determined by Pij and Qij according to
(4). By Maximum theorem, x(p0;G) is a continuous function
of p0.
Let Ip0 := {p0 | ∃x ∈ X(G)} represent the projection of
X(G) on real line. Ip0 is compact since X(G) is compact
by A4. f(p0) is strictly convex and monotone decreasing
by Corollary 1, it is right differentiable and denote its right
derivative by f ′+(p0), which is monotone increasing and right
differentiable and denote its right derivative by f
′′
++(p0). Let
κf := inf
p0∈Ip0
f
′′
++(p0) ≥ 0. (12)
κf represents the minimal value of the curvature on a compact
interval if f(p0) is twice differentiable.
Before formally state the result, we will first explain the
intuition of the suboptimality gap using Fig. 5. Since OPF-G
can be written equivalently as
min Γ(p0, f(p0)),
solving OPF-G is equivalent to find a point when the level
set of Γ(p0, p0′) first hits the curve (p0, f(p0)) on a two
dimensional plane, where the x-axis and y-axis are the real
power injections from substation 0 and 0′, as shown in Fig. 5.
On the other hand, OFR can be written as
min
(i,j)∈E(0,0′)
Γ(pi0, p
j
0′)
and solving OFR is equivalent to find a point when the level
set of Γ(p0, p0′) first hits one point in {(pi0, pj0′) | (i, j) ∈
E(0, 0′)} on the two dimentional plane.
When the voltage magnitude of each bus is fixed at the same
value, all the (pi0, p
j
0′) locates exactly on the curve (p0, f(p0))
as shown in Fig. 5a. Thus, we can obtain exactly the optimal
solution to OFR by checking the points (pi0, p
j
0′) adjacent to
the optimal solution to OPF-G. When the voltage magnitude
of each bus is different, (pi0, p
j
0′) does not locate on the curve
(p0, f(p0)) as shown in Fig. 5b. Thus, the points (pi0, p
j
0′)
adjacent to the optimal solution to OPF-G may not be optimal
for OFR. However, we show that the suboptimality gap is
related to three aspects: 1) the distance of (pi0, p
j
0′) to the curve
(p0, f(p0)) (depicted by line loss), 2) the distance between
each point in (pi0, p
j
0′) (depicted by the power injection at
each bus) and 3) the convexity of f(p0) (depicted by the
curvature κf ). Since the line loss is much smaller than the
power injection at load buses, the suboptimality gap is usually
very small, as discussed after Theorem 4.
Now, we will formally state our results on the suboptimality
bound of Algorithm 1. When the voltage magnitude of all
the buses are fixed at the same reference value, e.g. 1 p.u.,
Algorithm 1 finds an optimal solution to OFR.
Theorem 3: Suppose A1–A4 hold. If the voltage magni-
tudes of all buses are fixed at the same value, then the line e∗
returned by Algorithm 1 is optimal for OFR.
When the voltage magnitudes are fixed but different at
different buses, Algorithm 1 is not guaranteed to find a
global optimum of OFR. However it still gives an excellent
suboptimal solution to OFR. By nearly optimal, it means the
suboptimality gap of Algorithm 1 is negligible.
Define Lk for each line (k, k + 1) ∈ E(0, 0′) as sequel.
Lk :=
δv2k rk,k+1/|zk,k+1|2
(vk + vk+1) +
√
(vk + vk+1)2 − δv2k
(
r2k,k+1
x2k,k+1
+ 1
)
where δvk := vk−vk+1. Lk represents the thermal loss of line
(k, k+ 1) when either Pk,k+1 or Pk+1,k is 0. Conceptually it
means all the real power sending from bus on one end of the
line is converted to thermal loss and the other bus receives 0
real power, namely either Pk,k+1 = `k,k+1rk,k+1 or Pk+1,k =
`k,k+1rk,k+1. Then the expression of Lk = `k,k+1rk,k+1 can
be obtained by substituting either Pk,k+1 = `k,k+1rk,k+1 or
Pk+1,k = `k,k+1rk,k+1 into (3) and (4). Lk is negligible
compared to the power consumption of a load in a distribution
system. Therefore the ratio of these two quantity, defined as
Rk := −pk+1/Lk, is usually quite large.
Let R := minRk and κf as defined in (12), which is a
constant depending on the network. Let Γ∗ be the optimal
objective value of OFR and ΓA be the objective value if we
open the line e∗ given by Algorithm 1.
TABLE I: The aggregate power injection from substation 1
for each configuration
Opened line (1, 2) (2, 4) (4, 20) (20, 23)
Power injection (MW) 3.8857 3.8845 3.8719 3.8718
Opened line (23, 25) (25, 26) (26, 32) (32, 1)
Power injection (MW) 3.8719 3.8721 3.8755 3.9550
Fig. 6: The aggregated power injection f(p1) + p1 as a
function of p1. The red dots are the operating points for each
configuration.
Theorem 4: Suppose A1–A4 hold and for all i ∈ N . Then
Γ∗ ≤ ΓA ≤ Γ∗ + max
{
c20
c0′
,
c20′
c0
}
2
R2κf
,
if Γ(p0, p0′) := c0p0 + c0′p0′ for some positive c0, c0′ .
Remark: R is large, usually on the order of 103, in a
distribution system when there is no renewable generation.
Although it is difficult to estimate the value of κf in theory, our
simulation shows that κf is typically around 0.025MW−1 for
a feeder with loop size of 10, thus the bound is approximately
80W if c0 = c0′ = 1, which is quite small. Moreover simula-
tions of two SCE distribution circuits show that Algorithm 1
always finds the global optima of OFR problem; see section
V. Therefore the bound in the theorem, already negligible, is
not always tight.
The suboptimality bound depends on the expression of the
objective function Γ(p0, p0′) if it is not linear but strictly
convex. According to Theorem 4, we know that a more convex
f(p0) (larger κf ) gives a smaller suboptimality gap. In general,
a more convex objective function also suggests a smaller
suboptimality gap, which can also be interpreted using Fig.
5b.
V. SIMULATION
In this section we present an example to illustrate the
effectiveness of Algorithm 1. The simulation is implemented
using the CVX optimization toolbox [19] in Matlab. We use a
56-bus SCE distribution feeder whose circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 7. The network data, including line impedances and real
power demand of loads, are listed in Table II. Since there is
no loop in the original feeder we added a tie line between bus
1 and bus 32, which is assumed to be initially open.
In our simulation the voltage magnitude of the substation
(bus 1) is fixed at 1 p.u.. We relax the assumption A2 needed
for our analysis that their voltage magnitudes at all other buses
are fixed and allow them to vary within [0.97, 1.03]p.u., as
required in the current distribution system. The demand of
real power is fixed for each load and shown in Table II. The
reactive power at each bus, which is kept within 10% of the
real power to maintain a power factor of at least 90%, is a
control variable, as in Volt/VAR control of [15].
We use the aggregate power injection as our objec-
tive, namely Γ(p0, p0′) := p0 + p0′ . It also represents
the power loss in this case since we have fixed real
power demand of each load. Our addition of the line
between buses 1 and 32 creates a loop 1-2-4-20-23-25-
26-32-1 that must be broken by turning off the switch
on one line from {(1, 2), (2, 4), (4, 20), (20, 23), (23, 25),
(25, 26), (26, 32), (32, 1)}. In Table I we list the corresponding
aggregate power injection for all the possible configurations.
The optimal configuration is to open line (20, 23) at an optimal
cost of 3.8718 MW.
After we run Algorithm 1 bus 23 receives real power from
both sides and our algorithm returns line (20, 23), which is
the optimal solution to OFR.
We have explained the suboptimality gap derived in The-
orem 4 using Fig. 5b. We claim that the suboptimality gap
is small because the distance of the point (pi0, p
j
0′) to the
curve (p0, f(p0)) is small for real system, which suggests a
negligible gap. Now we verify the claim using our simulation
results. Let p1 and f(p1) denote the real power flow on branch
(1, 2) and (32, 1) respectively. Instead of plotting f(p1) versus
p1 as Fig. 5b, we plot the aggregate power injection f(p1)+p1
at substation 1 as a function of p1 for p1 ∈ [0, 4] in Fig. 6
for better illustration2. In Fig. 6, the red dots corresponding
to the operational points for each configuration in Table I and
the blue curve is f(p1) + p1. All the red dots are much closer
to the curve than their adjacent points, which illustrates why
the suboptimality gap is small in real system.
Even though the voltage magnitudes in our simulation are
not fixed at the nominal values as assumed in our analysis,
Algorithm 1 still gives the optimal solution to OFR by solving
a convex relaxation of OPF. The underlying reason is that the
voltage magnitude does not vary much between adjacent buses
in real network, hence the performance of the algorithm is not
limited by the assumption of fixed voltage magnitudes.
We have also tested our algorithm in another SCE 47 bus
distribution feeder and it again yields the optimal solution to
OFR.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an efficient algorithm to optimize the
branch exchange step in feeder reconfiguration, based on
SOCP relaxation of OPF. We have derived a bound on the
suboptimality gap and argued that it is very small. We have
proved that the algorithm computes an optimal solution when
all voltage magnitudes are the same. We have demonstrated
the effectiveness of our algorithm through simulations of real-
world feeders.
2We actually run the topology where the substation is virtually broken into
two substations as Fig. 2a.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof of Part 1: SOCP relaxation for bus injection model has
been shown in [18] to be exact under A2 and A3. Since the
bus injection model and the branch flow model are equivalent
[20], this implies that SOPF-G is exact under A2 and A3.
Proof of Part 2: We will prove it by contradiction. By part
1), SOPF-G is exact. Hence every solution of SOPF-G is also
feasible for OPF-G. Assume there are two optimal solutions xˆ
Fig. 7: A modified SCE 56 bus feeder. Bus 1 is the substation and line (1, 32) is added.
TABLE II: Line impedances, load demand and capacitors for the distribution circuit in Figure 7.
Network Data
Line Data Line Data Line Data Load Data Load Data Load Data
From To R X From To R X From To R X Bus Peak Bus Peak Bus Peak
Bus. Bus. (Ω) (Ω) Bus. Bus. (Ω) (Ω) Bus. Bus. (Ω) (Ω) No. MW No. MW No. MW
1 2 0.160 0.388 20 21 0.251 0.096 39 40 2.349 0.964 3 0.057 29 0.044 50 0.045
2 3 0.824 0.315 21 22 1.818 0.695 34 41 0.115 0.278 5 0.121 31 0.053 52 0.315
2 4 0.144 0.349 20 23 0.225 0.542 41 42 0.159 0.384 6 0.049 32 0.223 54 0.061
4 5 1.026 0.421 23 24 0.127 0.028 42 43 0.934 0.383 7 0.053 33 0.123 55 0.055
4 6 0.741 0.466 23 25 0.284 0.687 42 44 0.506 0.163 8 0.047 34 0.067 56 0.130
4 7 0.528 0.468 25 26 0.171 0.414 42 45 0.095 0.195 9 0.068 35 0.094 Shunt Cap
7 8 0.358 0.314 26 27 0.414 0.386 42 46 1.915 0.769 10 0.048 36 0.097 Bus Mvar
8 9 2.032 0.798 27 28 0.210 0.196 41 47 0.157 0.379 11 0.067 37 0.281 19 0.6
8 10 0.502 0.441 28 29 0.395 0.369 47 48 1.641 0.670 12 0.094 38 0.117 21 0.6
10 11 0.372 0.327 29 30 0.248 0.232 47 49 0.081 0.196 14 0.057 39 0.131 30 0.6
11 12 1.431 0.999 30 31 0.279 0.260 49 50 1.727 0.709 16 0.053 40 0.030 53 0.6
11 13 0.429 0.377 26 32 0.205 0.495 49 51 0.112 0.270 17 0.057 41 0.046
13 14 0.671 0.257 32 33 0.263 0.073 51 52 0.674 0.275 18 0.112 42 0.054
13 15 0.457 0.401 32 34 0.071 0.171 51 53 0.070 0.170 19 0.087 43 0.083 Vbase = 12kV
15 16 1.008 0.385 34 35 0.625 0.273 53 54 2.041 0.780 22 0.063 44 0.057 Sbase = 1MVA
15 17 0.153 0.134 34 36 0.510 0.209 53 55 0.813 0.334 24 0.135 45 0 Zbase = 144Ω
17 18 0.971 0.722 36 37 2.018 0.829 53 56 0.141 0.340 25 0.100 46 0.134
18 19 1.885 0.721 34 38 1.062 0.406 32 1 0.085 0.278 27 0.048 47 0.045
4 20 0.138 0.334 38 39 0.610 0.238 28 0.038 48 0.196
and x such that they achieve the same objective value, namely
Γ(p) = Γ(pˆ). In addition, vi ˆ`ij = Pˆ 2ij + Qˆ
2
ij and vi`ij =
P
2
ij + Q
2
ij for (i, j) ∈ E since the relaxation is exact. Let
x(λ) := λxˆ+ (1− λ)x for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Then x(λ) is feasible
for SOPF-G since Xc(G) is convex. Since Γ(p) is convex,
Γ(p(λ)) ≤ Γ(p) = Γ(pˆ).
Note that Γ(p) and Γ(pˆ) are optimal for OPF-G by assumption,
the only possibility is Γ(p(λ)) = Γ(p) = Γ(pˆ), which means
x(λ) is also an optimal solution. However
P 2ij(λ) +Q
2
ij(λ)
= (λPˆij + (1− λ)P ij)2 + (λQˆij + (1− λ)Qij)2
≤ λ(Pˆ 2ij + Qˆ2ij) + (1− λ)(P
2
ij +Q
2
ij)
= vi`ij(λ)
The equality is attained for any 0 < λ < 1 if and only if Pˆij =
P ij and Qˆij = Qij . Since the convex relaxation is exact,
P 2ij(λ)+Q
2
ij(λ) = vi`ij(λ), which indicates ˆ`ij = `ij . Finally,
we have sˆi = si by (1) and (2). Therefore xˆ = x, which
contradicts that there are more than one optimal solutions.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
For any solution x∗ to OPF-G, define
I∗P := {P ∗0,1,−P ∗1,0, P ∗1,2,−P ∗2,1, . . . , P ∗n,0′ ,−P ∗0′,n}.
We will show that the elements in I∗P are in a descending
order and at most two consecutive elements are equal. This
implies that exactly one of C1–C4 holds.
By power balance across each line (i, i+ 1) ∈ E(0, 0′) we
have
P ∗i,i+1 = −P ∗i+1,i + `∗i,i+1ri,i+1 ≥ −P ∗i+1,i.
By power balance at each bus i ∈ N \ {0, 0′} we have
P ∗i,i+1 = −P ∗i,i−1 + p∗i < −P ∗i,i−1
under assumption A1 because p∗i ≤ pi < 0. Hence, I∗P
is a nonincreasing sequence and we are left to show that
there exists at most two equal element in I∗P . We will
show it by contradiction. Since P ∗i,i+1 is strictly less than
−P ∗i,i−1 under A1, the equality can only happens between
P ∗i,i+1 and −P ∗i+1,i. Suppose there exists two lines (k1, k1 +
1), (k2, k2+1) ∈ E(0, 0′) such that P ∗k1,k1+1 = −P ∗k1+1,k1 and
P ∗k2,k2+1 = −P ∗k2+1,k2 . It means `k1,k1+1 = `k2,k2+1 = 0,
which indicates P ∗k1+1,k1 = P
∗
k2,k2+1
= 0 by (4). Assume
k1 < k2 without loss of generality and by power balance
equation (1),
P ∗k1+1,k1 + P
∗
k2,k2+1 =
k2∑
i=k1+1
p∗i −
k2−1∑
i=k1+1
`∗i,i+1ri,i+1 < 0,
which contradicts P ∗k1+1,k1 = P
∗
k2,k2+1
= 0. Thus, there are
at most two equal elements.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
By Lemma 8, Pk,k+1(p0;G) is an increasing and con-
tinuous function of p0, hence there exists a unique p0 to
Pk,k+1(p0;G) = 0 and let it to be p0(k). Recall that pk0 and
pk+10′ defined in (8) and (9), we will first show p
k
0 = p0(k)
and pk+10′ = f(p0(k)) for any (k, k + 1) ∈ E(0, 0′) provided
the voltage magnitude of each bus is the same. By symmetry,
It suffices to show pk0 = p0(k). Pk,k+1(p0(k);G) = 0
indicates Qk,k+1(p0(k);G) = 0 according to (3). Hence, p0(k)
is a feasible power injection for subtree Gk0 and it means
pk0 ≤ p0(k). Next, we will show that it is the smallest possible
power injection for Gk0 . Suppose we have pk0 < p0(k), then
(pk0 , f(p0(k))) is a feasible power injection for network G
with pk0 < p0(k). It contradicts (p0(k), f(p0(k))) ∈ O(P).
Therefore we have pk0 = p0(k), p
k+1
0′ = f(p0(k)) and
(pk0 , p
k+1
0′ ) = (p0(k), f(p0(k))) ∈ O(P),
which means the minimal power injection for each partition
of graph G locates exactly on the Pareto front of the feasible
power injection region of OPF-G. Therefore OFR is equivalent
to the following problem:
min
0≤k≤n
Γ(pk0 , p
k+1
0′ ) = min
0≤k≤n
Γ(p0(k), f(p0(k))),
whose minimizer is denoted by k∗. Similarly, OPF-G can be
rewritten as
min
p0∈Ip0
Γ(p0, f(p0)),
whose unique minimizer is denoted by p∗0 and let x
∗ be the
optimal solution. By Lemma 8, Pk,k+1(p0;G) is an increasing
function of p0. Therefore we have
1) P0,1(p∗0;G) < 0 ⇔ k∗ = 0.
2) P0′,n(p∗0;G) < 0 ⇔ k∗ = n.
3) ∃k ∈ [0, n] such that −Pk,k−1(p∗0;G) ≤ 0 and
Pk,k+1(p
∗
0;G) ≥ 0 ⇔ k∗ = k − 1 or k.
The above 3 cases correspond to 1), 2) and 4) in Algorithm
1. Note that 3) would never happen when all the bus voltages
are fixed at the same magnitude.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Let pf0 (k) be the solution to Pk,k+1(p0;G) = 0 and pb0(k)
be the solution to Pk+1,k(p0;G) = 0. The uniqueness of
pf0 (k) and p
b
0(k) can be shown in a similar manner as the
uniqueness of p0(k) in the proof of Theorem 3. When the
voltage magnitude of each bus is the same, pf0 (k) = p
b
0(k)
and they degenerate to p0(k).
Lemma 1: Suppose A1-A4 hold. For any (k, k + 1) ∈
E(0, 0′), pk0 = pf0 (k) and pk+10′ = f(pb0(k)).
Proof: It suffices to show pf0 (k) is optimal for Gk0 due to
symmetry. First, we show pf0 (k) is feasible for Gk0 . Given a
solution x(pf0 (k);G) to OPF-Gs, let x˜ := (P˜ , Q˜, p˜, q˜), where
S˜i,i+1 = Si,i+1(p
f
0 (k);G) i < k
s˜i = si(p
f
0 (k);G) i < k
p˜k = pk(p
f
0 (k);G)
q˜k = qk(p
f
0 (k);G)−Qk,k+1(pf0 (k);G)
Thus, we have x˜ ∈ X(Gk0 ), which means pf0 (k) is feasible for
Gk0 . Next, we will show pf0 (k) is the minimal power injection
for Gk0 . Suppose pˆ0 < pf0 (k) is feasible for Gk0 , then we can
construct a feasible solution x˜ ∈ X(G) and the real power
injection at node 0 and 0′ are pˆ0 and f(p
f
0 (k)), respectively.
Therefore it contradicts that (pf0 (k), f(p
f
0 (k))) ∈ O(P). The
construction process is as follows:
S˜i,i+1 =
{
Si,i+1(pˆ0;G) i < k
Si,i+1(p
f
0 (k);G) i ≥ k
s˜i =

si(pˆ0;G) i < k
pk(pˆ0;G) + i(qk(pˆ0;G) +Qk,k+1(pf0 (k);G)) i = k
si(p
f
0 (k);G) i > k
It can be verified that x˜ ∈ X(G). Therefore, we show that
pf0 (k) is the minimal power injection for Gk0 .
Lemma 2: Suppose A1-A4 hold. Then we have
pb0(k)− pf0 (k)
pf0 (k + 1)− pb0(k)
≤ 1
Rk
.
Proof: By Lemma 8, Pk,k+1(p0,G) is a concave increas-
ing function with respect to p0. Hence −Pk+1,k(p0,G) =
φ(Pk,k+1(p0,G)) is also a concave increasing function of p0.
Recall that −Pk+1,k(pf0 (k),G) = −Lk, −Pk+1,k(pb0(k),G) =
0 and −Pk+1,k(pf0 (k + 1),G) = −pk+1 ≥ −pk+1, we have
0− (−Lk)
pb0(k)− pf0 (k)
≥ −pk+1 − 0
pf0 (k + 1)− pb0(k)
by definition of a concave function. Rearrange the above
inequality, we obtain
pb0(k)− pf0 (k)
pf0 (k + 1)− pb0(k)
≤ 0− (−Lk)−pk+1 − 0
:=
1
Rk
.
Lemma 3: Let g(x) be a strictly convex decreasing function
supported on [a, b] and κg := infx∈(a,b) g
′′
++(p0). Define
G(x) := c1g(x) + c2x (c1, c2 > 0), which is also strictly
convex with a unique minimizer x∗ on [a, b]. Let a ≤ y1 ≤
· · · ≤ y2n−1 ≤ y2n ≤ b be a partition on [a, b] such that
y2i − y2i−1
y2i+1 − y2i ≤
1
R
(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) (13)
for some R > 0. Then there exists a 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n such that
yk ≤ x∗ ≤ yk+1, where y0 = a and y2n+1 = b. Let Gi :=
c1g(y2i) + c2y2i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and G∗ := min1≤i≤n {Gi}.
Define
GA :=

G1 if k = 0
Gn if k = 2n
G(k−1)/2 if k is odd
min{Gk/2, Gk/2+1} if k 6= 0, 2n and is even
Then
G∗ ≤ GA ≤ G∗ + max
{
c21
c2
,
c22
c1
}
2
R2κg
.
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume c1 ≤ c2 and let
λ := c2c1 . The unique minimizer x
∗ of G(x) := c1g(x) + c2x
is
x∗ = arg sup
x∈[a,b]
{x | G′+(x) ≤ 0}
= arg sup
x∈[a,b]
{x | g′+(x) ≤ −λ}.
In addition, let
xl := arg sup
x∈[a,b]
{
x | g′+(x) ≤ −λ(1 +
1
R
)
}
xr := arg inf
x∈[a,b]
{
x | g′+(x) ≥ −λ(1−
1
R
)
}
Then we have xl ≤ x∗ ≤ xr because g(x) is strictly convex.
Let
t1 := max{i | y2i−1 ≤ x∗} t2 := min{i | y2i ≥ 2xl − x∗}
t3 := min{i | y2i ≥ x∗} t4 := max{i | y2i−1 ≤ 2xr − x∗}
Next, we will prove the result for different k as sequel.
Case I: k = 2n. In this case, we have da = Gn, t1 = n. We
need to further divide it into two categories.
(1.a) [y2t1−1 ≤ xl or y2t1−1 ∈ [xl, x∗] and t1 = t2].
For any i < t1,
Gi −Gi+1
c0
= λg(y2i) + y2i−1 − g(y2i+2)− λy2i+1
≥ λg(y2i) + y2i−1 − g(y2i+1)− λy2i+1
= λ(y2i−1 − y2i) +G(y2i)−G(y2i+1)
≥ λ
R
(y2i − y2i+1) +G(y2i)−G(y2i+1)
≥ 0 (14)
The first inequality follows from g(x) is an increasing function
and the second inequality follows from the assumption (13).
For the last inequality, if y2t1−1 ≤ xl, we have G′+(y2i+1) <
−λ/R for all i < n and the inequality holds according to
mean value theorem. If y2t1−1 ∈ [xl, x∗] and t1 = t2 = n, the
inequality holds for i < n − 1 due to similar reason above.
When i = n− 1,
G(y2i)−G(y2i+1)
≥ G′+(xl)(y2i − y2i+1) ≥ −
λ
R
(y2i − y2i+1)
because y2n−2 ≤ 2xl − x∗ by definition of t2 and G(x) is
convex. (14) means the sequence {Gi} is of descending order
and G∗ = Gn = GA, thus G∗ −GA = 0.
(1.b) [y2t1−1 ∈ [xl, x∗] and t2 < t1].
In this case, y2i+1− y2i ≤ 2(x∗−xl) for t2 ≤ i < t1. Denote
δyi := y2i − y2i−1 ≤ y2i+1 − y2i
R
≤ 2(x
∗ − xl)
R
(15)
for t2 ≤ i < t1. Note that the curvature of g(x) is bounded
below by κg , then x∗−xl ≤ λ/(Rκg). Substitute it into (15),
we have for t2 ≤ i < t1
δyi ≤ 2λ
R2κg
. (16)
Then for t2 ≤ i < t1,
Gi −Gt1 = c1g(y2i) + c2y2i−1 −Gt1
≥ c1g(y2i) + c2y2i−1 −G(y2t1−1)
= −c2δyi +G(y2i)−G(y2t1−1)
≥ − 2c
2
2
c1R2κg
Clearly the first inequality holds. The second inequality fol-
lows from (16) and G(x) is monotone decreasing for x ≤ x∗.
For i ≤ t2, Gi > Gt1 can be shown in a similar manner
as (1.a). Thus, we have Gi − Gn ≥ − 2c
2
2
c1R2κg
for any i ≤ n,
which indicates GA −G∗ ≤ − 2c
2
2
c1R2κg
.
Case II: k = 0. In this case, GA = G1 and the bound can be
established in a similar manner as Case I.
Case III: k is odd. In this case, GA = G(k−1)/2, t1 = t3 =
(k−1)/2. Similar approach can be applied as Case I and Case
II to show
Gi ≥
G(y2t1−1)−
2c22
c1R2κg
if i ≤ t1
G(y2t3)− 2c
2
2
c1R2κg
if i ≥ t3
And GA = G(k−1)/2 ≤ max{G(y2t1−1), G(y2t3)} ≤ Gi +
2c22
c1R2κg
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Case IV: k 6= 0 and is even. In this case, GA =
min{Gk/2, Gk/2+1} and t1 = k/2, t3 = k/2 + 1. Similar
approach can be applied as Case I and Case II to show
Gi ≥
Gt1 −
2c22
c1R2κg
if i ≤ t1
Gt3 − 2c
2
2
c1R2κg
if i ≥ t3
and we arrive at our conclusion.
Consider the sequence pf0 (0) ≤ pb0(0) ≤ . . . ≤ pf0 (n) ≤
pb0(n) as the partition on Ip0 and f(p0) as the function g(x)
in Lemma 3, we can prove Theorem 4.
APPENDIX E
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF OPF
Given two real vectors x, y ∈ Rn, x ≤ y means xi ≤ yi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and x < y means xi < yi for at least one
component. The Pareto front of a compact set A ⊆ Rn is
defined as
O(A) := {x ∈ A | @x˜ ∈ A \ {x} such that x˜ ≤ x}
Let P := {(p0, p0′) | ∃x ∈ X(G)} represent the projection
of X(G) on R2 and Pc := {(p0, p0′) | ∃x ∈ Xc(G)} be the
projection of Xc(G) on R2. Based on Theorem 1, the convex
relaxation is exact under A2 and A3, it means O(P) = O(Pc)
since the objective Γ(p0, p0′) is a convex and nondecreasing
function. Next, we begin by studying some properties of f(p0)
defined in (11).
Lemma 4: (p0, f(p0)) ∈ O(P) provided the optimization
problem OPF-Gs is feasible.
Proof: Suppose (p0, pˆ0′) ∈ O(P). Let Γ∗(p0, p0′) be the
objective function such that (p0, pˆ0′) solves OPF-G. Note that
OPF-G can be written equivalently as
min
p0
Γ∗(p0, p0′) s.t. p0′ = f(p0)
Therefore, at optimality, f(p0) = pˆ0′ and (p0, f(p0)) ∈ O(P).
By property of Pareto Front [21], for each point (p0, p0′) ∈
O(Pc) = O(P), there exists a convex nondecreasing function
Γ∗ : R2 → R such that (p0, p0′) is an optima for OPF-G.
Therefore OPF-Gs and OPF-G are equivalent in the sense
that if we fix p0 and solve OPF-Gs with x∗, there exists
an objective function Γ∗(p0, p0′) such that x∗ solves the
corresponding OPF-G by Lemma 4.
Lemma 5: Let A be a compact and convex set in R2. Define
g(x) := y for any (x, y) ∈ O(A). Then y = g(x) is a convex
decreasing function of x for (x, y) ∈ O(A).
Proof: We first show g(x) is a decreasing function and
then show g(x) is also convex.
Let (x1, g(x1)) and (x2, g(x2)) be two points in O(A).
Without loss of generality, assume x1 > x2. If g(x1) ≥ g(x2),
it violates the fact that (x1, g(x1)) ∈ O(A) and hence g(x1) <
g(x2), which means that g(x) is a decreasing function.
Next, we will show g(·) is convex. Recall that A is a
compact set, we have (x1, g(x1)), (x2, g(x2)) ∈ O(A) ⊆ A.
A is also a convex set, thus (x1+x22 ,
g(x1)+g(x2)
2 ) ∈ A. By
definition of Pareto front,
g(
x1 + x2
2
) = inf
(
x1+x2
2 ,y)∈A
{y} ≤ g(x1) + g(x2)
2
,
which shows g(x) is a convex function.
Note that Xc(G) is convex and compact by A4, hence its
projection on a two dimensional space Pc is also compact
and convex. By Lemma 4, (p0, f(p0)) characterizes the Pareto
front O(P) = O(Pc), then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: f(p0) is a strictly convex decreasing function
of p0 under assumption A2-A4.
For a line (i, j) between two buses i and j with fixed voltage
magnitude, (Pij , Qij , `ij) are governed by (3)-(4) and Qij , `ij
can be uniquely solved given a Pij if A3 holds. Let φ(Pij) :=
−Pji = Pij − `ijrij and we have the following result.
Lemma 6: Suppose A2 and A3 hold, φ(Pij) is a concave
increasing function of Pij for (i, j) ∈ E .
Proof: By (4), we have `ij = (P 2ij + Q
2
ij)/vi and
substitute it in φ(Pij), we have
φ(Pij) = Pij − rij
vi
(
P 2ij +Q
2
ij
)
.
The relation between Pij and Qij is governed by (3). Let
θij := θi − θj and then Pij and Qij can be written as
Pij =
virij
r2ij + x
2
ij
+
√
vivj
r2ij + x
2
ij
sin(θij − βij)
Qij =
vixij
r2ij + x
2
ij
−
√
vivj
r2ij + x
2
ij
cos(θij − βij),
where βij := arctan rij/xij . Substitute them into φ(Pij), we
obtain
φ(Pij) = − vjrij
r2ij + x
2
ij
+
√
vivj
r2ij + x
2
ij
sin(θij + βij).
Take derivative of φ(Pij) with respect to Pij , we have
dφ(Pij)
dPij
=
cos(θij + βij)
cos(θij − βij) .
which is always positive by assumption A3 that |θij | <
arctanxij/rij . Furthermore,
d2φ(Pij)
dP 2ij
= −
√
r2ij + x
2
ij
vivj
sin 2βij
cos3(θij − βij) ,
which is always negative by assumption A3 that |θij | <
arctanxij/rij . Thus, φ(Pij) is a concave increasing function
of Pij .
Lemma 6 means if the one end of the line increases its real
power injection on the line, the other end should receive more
real power under assumption A2 and A3.
Lemma 7: Suppose A2-A4 hold. Given a solution x(p0;G)
to OPF-Gs, Pk,k+1(p0;G) is a nondecreasing function of p0
for all (k, k + 1) ∈ E(0, 0′).
Proof: The following argument holds without assuming
qi =∞ and qi = −∞.
Suppose Pk,k+1(p0;G) is not a nondecreasing function of
p0 at p∗0 for a line (k, k+ 1) ∈ E(0, 0′), then either C1 or C2
below will hold for arbitrary small  > 0,
C1: ∃p0 ∈ (p0, p∗0 + ) such that Pk,k+1(p0;G) <
Pk,k+1(p
∗
0;G).
C2: ∃p0 ∈ (p0 − , p∗0) such that Pk,k+1(p0;G) >
Pk,k+1(p
∗
0;G).
We will show by contradiction that (p∗0, f(p
∗
0)) 6∈ O(P) in
this case, which violates Lemma 4. Assume without loss of
generality that Pi,i+1(p0,G) is a nondecreasing function of p0
for 0 ≤ i < k.
Case I: qk(p∗0;G) > qk. Suppose C1 holds, then there
exists a monotone decreasing sequence p(m)0 ↓ p∗0 such that
{Pk,k+1(p(m)0 ;G),m ∈ N} is a monotone increasing sequence
that converges to Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) because x(p0;G) is continuous
over p0. By power balance equation (1) at bus k, for any m,
we have
pk(p
(m)
0 ;G) = Pk,k+1(p(m)0 ,G)− φ(Pk−1,k(p(m)0 ;G))
< Pk,k+1(p
(m+1)
0 ,G)− φ(Pk−1,k(p(m+1)0 ,G))
= pk(p
(m+1)
0 ;G)
Thus {pk(p(m)0 ;G), n ∈ N} is a monotone increasing sequence
that converges to pk(p∗0;G). We now construct a point x˜ =
(P˜ , Q˜, p˜, q˜) as follows. First, pick up (P˜k,k+1, Q˜k,k+1, p˜k, q˜k)
such that p˜k ∈ {pk(p(m)0 ;G),m ∈ N}, q˜k ∈ (qk, qk(p∗0;G))
and they satisfy the following equations:
P˜k,k+1 =Pk,k+1(p
∗
0;G)− pk(p∗0;G) + p˜k (17a)
Q˜k,k+1 =Qk,k+1(p
∗
0;G)− qk(p∗0;G) + q˜k (17b)
vk+1 =vk − 2(rk,k+1P˜k,k+1 + xk,k+1Q˜k,k+1) (17c)
+
P˜ 2k,k+1 + Q˜
2
k,k+1
vk
|zk,k+1|2 (17d)
The existence of (P˜k,k+1, Q˜k,k+1, p˜k, q˜k) is guaranteed by the
following two facts:
• pk(p
(m)
0 ;G) is a monotone increasing sequence that con-
verges to pk(p∗0;G).
• q˜k is a continuous decreasing function of p˜k if they satisfy
(17).
Since P˜k,k+1 ∈ [Pk,k+1(p(1)0 ;G), Pk,k+1(p∗0;G)] and x(p0;G)
are continuous over p0, then there exists a p′0 ∈ [p∗0, p(1)0 ] such
that Sk,k+1(p′0;G) = S˜k,k+1.
Next, we will construct the feasible physical variable for
i 6= k. For 0 ≤ i < k, let s˜i = si(p∗0;G) and S˜i,i+1 =
Si,i+1(p
∗
0;G). For k < i ≤ n, let s˜i = si(p′0;G) and S˜i,i+1 =
Si,i+1(p
′
0;G). Clearly that x˜ ∈ X(G) with (p∗0, f(p′0)) as the
real power injection at substation 0 and 0′. However, f(p′0) <
f(p∗0), which contradicts (p
∗
0, f(p
∗
0)) ∈ O(P).
Case II: qk(p∗0;G) < qk. Similar approach can be used to
show C2 does not hold by contradiction.
So far, we have shown that Pk,k+1(p0;G) is non-decreasing
either on its left or right neighborhood. Thus Pk,k+1(p0;G)
is non-decreasing of p0 if qk < qk because P (p0;G) is a
continuous function of p0. The case where qk = qk can be
covered by taking limitation of the case of q
k
< qk.
Lemma 8: Suppose A2-A4 hold. Given a solution x(p0;G)
to OPF-Gs, Pk,k+1(p0;G) is a concave increasing function of
p0 for all (k, k + 1) ∈ E(0, 0′).
Proof: It is shown that Pk,k+1(p0;G) is a nondecreasing
function of p0 in Lemma 7. We now show it is also a concave
function of p0. Let G1 = (N1, E1), where N1 = {i | 0 ≤ i ≤
k + 1} and E1 = {(i, i + 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. All the physical
constraints are the same as G except the bus injection power
sk+1 at node k + 1, which is relaxed to be a free variable.
Mathematically, it means
`i,i+1(G1) = `i,i+1(G) i ≤ k
si(G1) = si(G) i ≤ k sk+1(G1) =∞
si(G1) = si(G) i ≤ k sk+1(G1) = −∞
Consider the following OPF problem:
OPF-Gs1: min
x∈X(G1)
pk+1 s.t. p0 is a fixed
Let pk+1(p0;G1) be the optimal value for OPF-Gs1 and
Pk,k+1(p0;G1) be the real branch power flow across line
(k, k + 1), respectively.
Next, we will show Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) = Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1).
Clearly that Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) ≤ Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1). Otherwise, by
Lemma 6, we have
−pk+1(p∗0;G1) = φ(Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1)) < φ(Pk,k+1(p∗0;G)),
which contradicts that pk+1(p∗0;G1) is optimal for OPF-Gs1.
Thus, it suffices to show Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) < Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1)
does not hold. Suppose Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) < Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1) holds.
By Lemma 7, Pk,k+1(p0;G) is a nondecreasing function of
p0, thus there exists a pˆ0 > p∗0 such that Pk,k+1(pˆ0;G) ∈
[Pk,k+1(p
∗
0;G), Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1)). Recall that Xc(G), which is
the set of feasible solutions after the SOCP relaxation, is
convex and is connected, there exists a x ∈ Xc(G1) with
Pk,k+1 = Pk,k+1(pˆ0;G) but p0 = p∗0. It means (p∗0, f(pˆ0)) is
also feasible for OPF-G, which contradicts that (pˆ0, f(pˆ0)) ∈
O(P).
Now we have Pk,k+1(p∗0;G) = Pk,k+1(p∗0;G1). Since the
convex relaxation is exact, pk+1(p0;G1) is a convex decreasing
function of p0 by Lemma 5. In addition,
φ(Pk,k+1(p0;G)) = φ(Pk,k+1(p0;G1)) = −pk+1(p0,G1),
where φ(·) is a continuous increasing function, thus is invert-
ible. Then Pk,k+1(p0,G) = φ−1(−pk+1(p0,G1)) is a concave
function of p0.
